ABSTRACT A novel model-free robust control is developed for cable-driven manipulators in this work. Using the time-delay estimation (TDE) to estimate system dynamics, an attractive model-free structure is ensured. Then, a novel PID-nonsingular fast terminal sliding mode (PID-NFTSM) surface is proposed to achieve high control performance. Afterwards, a combined adaptive reaching law is designed to further enhance the control performance in the reaching phase. The developed control requires no system dynamics and is proper to apply under complex practical situations. At the same time, satisfactory comprehensive performance is still acquired thanks to the newly proposed PID-NFTSM surface and combined adaptive reaching law. Stability is proved through Lyapunov approach. Comparative simulation studies show that our control can provide better comprehensive performance than the recently reported PID-NFTSM control.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cable-driven manipulators have been utilized for many systems due to their fascinating advantages recently [1] - [4] . But the cable-driven technology also brings about extra issues for high performance control, such as low stiffness, and complicated dynamics. Hence, it remains an open challenge to develop suitable control for such systems with flexibility. Several robust control have been designed and investigated. An adaptive sliding controller was designed and investigated for the control of a single-link flexible-joint robot under mismatched uncertainties [5] . The designed control utilized the function approximation and adaptive algorithm together to acquire the dynamics. A stabilizing 2-DOF control was proposed to separately realize the purpose of robustness and torque tracking [6] . By utilizing the good approximation ability of neuro networks and adaptive method, a new control scheme with neuro-adaptive observer was presented and studied [7] . To obtain satisfactory control performance of cable-driven parallel robots (CDPRs) in the cable space, two
The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Yangmin Li. novel synchronization controllers were proposed and they were demonstrated to be effective through comparative practical experiments [8] . Exciting theoretical and experimental results were reported in above-mentioned control schemes, but they usually need dynamic model or complicated approximation algorithms, which may not be suitable for practical applications. What we require is a simple, effective and accurate control for cable-driven manipulators.
Time-delay control (TDC) is a promising way to meet above expects. As a core component of TDC, the timedelay estimation (TDE) can acquire system dynamics with just time-delayed system information and therefore ensures a fascinating model-free structure [9] - [12] . Due to this obvious superiority, TDC has been widely used [12] - [22] . In the meantime, the utilization of TDE also results in inevitable estimation errors and may further deprave the control performance especially when fast time-varying dynamics appear. Therefore, robust control methods are usually cooperated with TDE to enhance the performance. TDE usually acts as basic framework to provide with model-free structure, meanwhile robust control is applied to acquire high accuracy and fast dynamical response.
Sliding mode (SM) control has proved to be a strong tool to handle the complicated disturbance [23] , but it is often bothered by the chatter issue. To this end, several methods have been developed, such as boundary layer [24] , reaching law [25] , adaptive control [26] , [27] , intelligent control [28] . Furthermore, the traditional SM surface uses linear error dynamics and can only ensure asymptotic convergence. But finite-time convergence may ensure better comprehensive performance [25] . Therefore, the terminal SM (TSM), nonsingular TSM (NTSM) and nonsingular fast TSM (NFTSM) were proposed [25] , [29] , [30] . To further enhance the performance of NFTSM control, a hybrid scheme named PID-NFTSM control has been proposed and investigated for the very first time recently [31] . The designed PID-NFTSM surface contains two loops. The inner loop is a designed NFTSM surface, which uses a nonlinear error dynamic to ensure finite-time convergence. Meanwhile, the outer loop is a PID-type surface using the NFTSM variable. By using the derivative term of PID scheme, the acceleration signals will be taken into consideration in the PID-NFTSM surface. This feature has the same effect with the full-order SM (FOSM) control scheme. Thus, the designed PID-NFTSM surface can enjoy the advantages from PID, NFTSM and FOSM schemes simultaneously. Although exciting results have been reported with aforesaid PID-NFTSM control, the following three aspects still require improvement: 1) the reported PID-NFTSM control has singularity issue, which may lead to obvious control performance degradation and even damage to the hardware; 2) the proposed adaptive algorithm is nonnegative, then the generated gain will not decease all the time and can be extremely large after long time running. This may lead to serious control performance degradation and even instability;and 3) the reaching phase is ensured by a sign function with non-decreasing adaptive gain, which may result in unsatisfactory dynamical performance. Considering the inherent features of the cable-driven manipulators, the developed control must be singularity-free, accurate and easy to use.
In this paper, a model-free robust control is developed with TDE, a novel PID-NFTSM surface and an adaptive reaching law. TDE is utilized to acquire system dynamics and establishes an excellent model-free structure. Then, to effective suppress the potential TDE errors and acquire high accuracy, we develop a new PID-NFTSM surface. The proposed dynamical surface is continuous and successfully avoids the singularity issue in [31] . By using the newly designed PID-NFTSM surface and an adaptive reaching law, our proposed control scheme ensures high accuracy and fast response. Stability is proved based on Lyapunov approach. Comparative simulations were performed to verify the superiorities of our control over the recently reported one from [31] .
The contributions are emphasized as: 1) to propose a novel PID-NFTSM surface, which is continuous and singularity-free; 2) to develop a new TDC using adaptive PID-NFTSM scheme, which uses TDE, newly designed PID-NFTSM surface and an adaptive reaching law. The proposed TDC can acquire good control performance under lumped uncertainties. 3) to prove the stability using Lyapunov approach. The remainder is organized as follows. Section II briefly describes the system and presents the control problem. Then, the proposed control scheme is given and discussed in Section III. Section IV presents the simulation results. Finally, Section V concludes this paper.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
The cable-driven manipulators considered in this paper can be described with the following equations [4] 
where I and D m are the inertia and damping matrices for the motors, qand θ stand for the joints' and motors' positionvectors. τ and τ s stand for the torques given by the drive motors and joint compliance. m(q) is the inertia matrix, c (q,q) stands for the Coriolis/centrifugal matrix, g(q) is the gravitational vector, fr (q,q) is the friction vector. Meanwhile, τ d is used to describe all the lumped time-varying disturbance. K p and K d are the stiffness and damping matrices for the joints.
To apply TDE technique in the forthcoming section, we combine (2) with (1) and introduce a constantm, we havẽ
where h is utilized to describe all the lumped system dynamics except formq. Mathematically, h is defined as
By carefully observing (5), we can see that h is extremely complicated. The h has three components: the remaining rigid robotic dynamics, the motor dynamics and the lumped timevarying disturbance.
The following assumptions and lemma will be necessary for the control scheme design and stability analysis.
Assumption 1 [32] : The lumped remaining dynamics h is continuously differentiable along time and will not vary hugely within a small period of time.
Assumption 2: The joint velocity and acceleration signals are bounded.
Definition 1 [24] : Consider the nonlinear systeṁ x = f (x, u), where x is the system state and u is the control input. The solution is practical finite-time stable (PFS) if for all x(t 0 ) = x 0 , there exist a > 0 and T (a, x 0 ) < ∞, such that ||x(t)|| < a holds for all t ≥ t 0 + T .
Lemma 1 [24] : For the systemẋ = f (x, u), suppose there exist continuous function V (x), coefficients a > 0, 0 < b < 1 and 0 < c < ∞ such thaṫ
Then, the systemẋ = f (x, u) is called PFS, and the system trajectory is bounded in finite time as
where 0 < d 0 < 1. The time required to arrive at the field (6) can be calculated as
where V (x 0 ) is the initial value of V (x).
III. PROPOSED TDC WITH ADAPTIVE PID-NFTSM A. EXISTING ADAPTIVE PID-NFTSM CONTROL DESIGN
Recently, a novel adaptive PID-NFTSM control was reported [31] . Using a new PID-NFTSM surface, the control scheme enjoys fascinating advantages from the PID, NFTSM and HOSM simultaneously. However, the existing adaptive PID-NFTSM control has inherent singularity and other two issues which will be demonstrated latter. Note that the fuzzy logic algorithm was utilized to estimate the system unknown dynamics in [31] , which, however, is not in the core considerations of this paper. Therefore, we will present the existing adaptive PID-NFTSM control based on the TDC scheme to make the forthcoming comparisons fair and convincing. Define control error as e=q d −q, then the following NFTSM surface was used
where k 1 and k 2 are diagonal positive matrices, α 1 and α 2 are positive numbers satisfying α 1 > α 2 and 1 < α 2 < 2. The notation sig(e) α = [|e 1 | α sgn(e 1 ), . . . , |e n | α sgn(e n )] T is utilized for concision and sgn(e 1 ) stands for the sign function.
Then, the PID-NFTSM surface was proposed as [31] 
withṡ 1 defined aṡ
where
Combining (4) and (9)- (11), we have
Then, the following adaptive reaching law is useḋ
where a 1 is a diagonal positive matrix, andk 1 is a positive matrix to be updated with the following algorithṁ
Finally, the adaptive PID-NFTSM control scheme was obtained with (12) and (13) based on TDC scheme as [31] τ =mu +ĥ
whereĥ is the estimation of h using TDE technique and will be detailedly explained in the next subsection.
Although exciting results have been obtained with above adaptive PID-NFTSM control, it still has three aspects to be improved:
as shown in the presented adaptive PID-NFTSM Control SCHEME (15) , the third term of u contains a singular element, i.e. |ė| 1−α 2 , considering 1 < α 2 < 2. This issue will greatly degrade the control performance and even bring about hardware damage for practical systems. Actually, the singularity issue can even stop the simulations at the initial phase t = 0 if we set the initial value ofė to zero. Note thatė = 0 is a widely used initial condition for lots of systems. In the meantime, the singularity issue can still be observed in the simulations with non-zero initial value ofė.
2) NON-DECREASING ADAPTIVE GAIN
it can be clearly observed from (14) that the designed adaptive algorithm is non-negative, and the generated adaptive gain will not decrease all the time. This mechanism may bring about extremely large gain after long-time running, and serious performance degradation and even instability may occur.
3) REACHING LAW
the above method uses a sign function with non-decreasing adaptive gain as its reaching law, which can be further improved for better comprehensive dynamical performance.
B. PROPOSED ADAPTIVE PID-NFTSM CONTROL DESIGN
In this subsection, we will propose a novel adaptive PID-NFTSM control design which is continuous and singularityfree. The proposed control utilizes a novel PID-NFTSM surface and thus ensures a continuous and singularity-free nature. Meanwhile, the combined adaptive reaching law is adopted to further enhance the performance.
First, the following NFTSM surface is designed as
where λ 1 and λ 2 are diagonal positive matrices. The term ϑ(e) is designed as
Meanwhile, the parameters γ 1 i and γ 2 i are designed as
The first-order derivative of ϑ(e) iṡ
As shown in (16)- (20), the adopted NFTSM surface is continuous using the designed parameters γ 1 i and γ 2 i . Meanwhile, the singularity issue has also been successfully avoided as indicated in (20) .
Then, a novel PID-NFTSM surface is proposed using the NFTSM surface (16) as
where K 2 p , K 2 i and K 2 d are diagonal positive matrices. A novel combined adaptive reaching law is proposed aṡ
where ρ 1 and ρ 2 are diagonal positive matrices, µ is a constant satisfying 0 < µ < 1 and a 2 is a positive constant matrix. Meanwhile, the adaptive gaink 2 is updated using the following algorithṁ (23) wherek 2i is the i-th element ofk 2 , η i is a constant,
i is a positive constant,k 2i max stands for the maximum value ofk 2i . Meanwhile, |s 4i | = |s 4i | holds when 1 (s 4i ) > 0, otherwise |s 4i | = |s 4i | + δ i holds. The small term δ i is applied to avoid the potential singularity issue under the condition 1 (s 4i ) < 0. For (23), we can seek 2i will increase when the control performance is not satisfactory, i.e. |s 4 i | > i . Otherwise, it will decrease rapidly. Therefore, the generated control gain k 2i can timely and precisely reflect the current control performance, and then effectively settle the non-decreasing issue of the adaptive gain in [31] .
Eventually, we propose the following control τ =mu +ĥ
The proposed control scheme is continuous and singularityfree. The adaptive algorithm can timely reflect the current performance; meanwhile the combined adaptive reaching law will further enhance the performance. Thanks to these attractive features, better performance can be obtained compared with the one given in [31] .
Thus, the control objective will be successfully accomplished with our proposed adaptive PID-NFTSM control (24) if the termĥ can be obtained accurately and timely. However, as discussed aforesaid, the h is very complicated. Hence, it will be very laborious to acquire h with traditional methods, such as adaptive control et al.
C. PROPOSED TDC WITH ADAPTIVE PID-NFTSM
To establish a simple but effective control, we apply the TDC method here. The core element of TDC is the so-called TDE technique aŝ (25) where t is the delayed time. By observing (25), we can see no dynamics are used and therefore a fascinating model-free scheme is guaranteed. Meanwhile, τ (t − t) andq (t − t) are the only signals to execute TDE algorithm. The former can be easily obtained using τ , while the latter is achieved with numerical differentiation as
where T ≥ 2 t. The piecewise function is used here to ease the potential severe turbulence ofq i (t − t) in the initial phase. Above calculation will inevitably enlarge the noise effect and degrade the overall control performance if no proper measures are taken. To suppress the noise effect, smallerm or extra low-pass filters will be helpful as demonstrated in [9] - [13] .
Combining (24)- (25), our newly proposed TDC scheme with adaptive PID-NFTSM can be expressed as
with u defined as (24) . Our control is continuous and singularity-free due to the designed PID-NFTSM surface. Meanwhile, our combined adaptive reaching law can further enhance the control performance. Therefore, our proposed TDC with adaptive PID-NFTSM is continuous, singularity-free and accurate. 
D. STABILITY ANALYSIS
In this subsection, the stability of the closed-loop control system is analyzed using Lyapunov method. Substituting the proposed control scheme (24) into the sliding variable (21), we have
where ε = −m −1 ĥ − h is defined as the TDE error. By using Assumption 1 and 2, the boundedness ofε can be easily proved as |ε i | ≤ , i = 1 ∼ n. For the detailed bounded proof ofε, please refer to [32] . For simplicity, we take the ith DOF to analyze. Then, select a Lyapunov candidate as
Differentiating (29) with respect to time and substituting the result (28), we havė
Since |ε i | ≤ holds, therefore it is easy to choose proper a 2 i such that a 2i ≥ k 2di is satisfied. Afterwards, (30) 
Then, two cases will be analyzed. Case One: 0 <k 2i <k 2i max holds. Under this case, we will consider two situations, i.e. 
If we properly choose the parameters such that ρ 1i i ≥ k 2i max η i , then (32) can be further written aṡ It can be observed from (33) that the system trajectory will continue converging to the equilibrium point under the situation |s 4 i | > i .
Case Two:k 2i ≤ 0 ork 2i ≥k 2i max holds. Under this case, we havek 2i = η i |s 4i | underk 2i ≤ 0 andk 2i = −η i |s 4i | under k 2i ≥k 2i max . It is obvious thatk 2ik2i ≤ 0 will hold under case two. Thus, (31) can be further written aṡ
For (34), it can be arranged into the following two formṡ
Taking (35) to analyze and considering the inequality (|x 1 
Then, according to the Lemma 1, the system trajectory will converge to the following field in finite time as
where 0 < d < 1. Apply the same procedures to (36), we have
Combining (38) and (39), we can see that the system trajectory s 4 will be bounded within finite time. Then, by properly selecting the parameters K 2 p , K 2 i , K 2 d , the sliding variable s 3 will also be bounded within finite time. Afterwards, the control error e will be bounded in finite time considering the theoretical results concerning the NFTSM surface (16)-(19) [33] . Then, the stability of the control system is proved.
IV. SIMULATION STUDIES A. SETUP
For simplicity, the existing method (15) is referred as Van To make the comparison fair, we also apply TDE technique for the method (15) . Two cases were simulated. In the first case, the robot was commanded to track a smooth reference trajectory. In the second case, the reference trajectory was designed as a triangular wave signal. The control parameters for our newly proposed control scheme are selected as (5, 5) , t = 1ms, m = 0.12. The initial value ofk 2 q, θ andθ are set to zero, while the initial value ofq is set toq = π /12×diag(1,1) to avoid the singularity issue for the method (15) in the initial phase consideringq d (t = 0) = 0. Otherwise, the simulation will be mandatorily terminated at the initial phase for the method (15) .
B. RESULTS
Case One: the obtain results are given in Fig. 1-Fig. 7 . As shown in the results Fig. 1-Fig. 7 , both control schemes can ensure good tracking of the desired trajectory under lumped uncertainties, which proves the effectiveness of TDE, fast-TSM-type reaching law, existing PID-NFTSM surface (10) and our newly proposed PID-NFTSM surface (21) . Meanwhile, our PID-NFTSM control can provide better performance than recently reported PID-NFTSM control [31] as indicated in Fig. 3 , which effectively proves the superiorities of our PID-NFTSM surface (21) over the existing one (10) . As indicated in Fig. 5 , there are four estimation errors, i.e., TDE errors, during the whole control procedure. The initial one is mainly caused by the system inertia, while the others are caused by the frictions. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , the existing PID-NFTSM control scheme [31] has obvious singularity issue whenė = 0, which may lead to control performance degradation and even instability for the control system.
Taking Fig. 5 to analyze, we can see that the adaptive gain for the existing control (15) will not decrease at all in the whole control procedure. This may result in extremely large control gain and performance degradation. As shown in Fig. 3 , the control efforts for Van's PID-NFTSM control method shows a little chatters in the last period. For comparisons, the adaptive gain for our control can timely reflect the control performance and increase/decrease accordingly. Then, better control performance can be effectively acquired by our control scheme compared with the existing one from [31] . It can be observed from Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 that wheṅ e = 0 appears, the element |ė| 1−α 2 will rapidly increase and then lead to obvious singularity issue for the control term u. In particular, ifė = 0 holds in the initial phase, the simulations will stop immediately and cannot even continue at all. For comparisons, our newly proposed method is free of this singularity issue thanks to the developed PID-NFTSM surface and corresponding robust control scheme. Case Two: As presented in Fig. 8-Fig. 14 , both control still provide good tracking of the triangular wave reference trajectory, which verifies the effectiveness and advantages of TDE, fast-TSM-type reaching law, existing PID-NFTSM (10) and our proposed PID-NFTSM (21) surfaces. Still, our PID-NFTSM surface and its corresponding control can ensure higher accuracy and faster convergence than the existing PID-NFTSM surface and its corresponding control scheme. The non-decreasing adaptive gain β is also observed from Van's PID-NFTSM control scheme as indicated in Fig. 12 , which may result in control performance degradation for long-time running. Thanks to our designed adaptive law, our control method is free of this issue and then can provide better comprehensive control performance. Furthermore, taking Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 to analyze, we can see that singularity issue has also been observed for Van' s PID-NFTSM control method under case two. This may further degrade the control performance and even lead to system hardware damages. For comparisons, our proposed control scheme is singularityfree and then can ensure better comprehensive control performance thanks to the newly designed PID-NFTSM surface.
Generally speaking, our newly proposed PID-NFTSM and its corresponding adaptive TDC scheme can ensure higher control accuracy and faster convergence than the existing PID-NFTSM control scheme from [31] .
V. CONCLUSION
A novel model-free robust control is proposed for the cabledriven manipulators. The developed control uses TDE to establish an excellent model-free structure, meanwhile it can also acquire high accuracy and fast convergence thanks to the proposed new PID-NFTSM surface and combined adaptive reaching law. Hence, the developed control is model-free, highly accurate and robust. Stability analysis is given with Lyapunov approach. Finally, comparative simulation results show that our proposed PID-NFSTM surface and robust control is singularity-free, faster and more accurate than the existing PID-NFTSM control. 
